1. Press the case base by using two fingers as shown.

2. Remove the cover from the case base vertically.

3. Use three fingers to remove the spool from the spool case before taking the spool out.

4. Slowly loosen the spool from the case base by using three fingers to remove the spool from the spool case before taking the spool out.

5. Hold inner spool with finger tips.

6. When putting the spool back in case, hold the case base and gently put in the spool.

7. Press the spool with finger tips

8. Make sure the cover is perpendicular to the case when placing the cover.

9. Close the case cover by applying slight force on the top of cover.

Precaution:
- Do not close case horizontally, as this might damage the wire surface.

Precaution:
- Do not replace case cover from the side as this might damage the wire surface.